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Fig. 1. Sketch of how a standard normalizing flow in the ambient data space (left,
orange surface) and an M-flow (right, purple) model data (black dots).
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We introduce manifold-learning flows (M-flows), a new class of generative models that simultaneously learn the data manifold as well as
a tractable probability density on that manifold. Combining aspects
of normalizing flows, GANs, autoencoders, and energy-based models, they have the potential to represent datasets with a manifold
structure more faithfully and provide handles on dimensionality reduction, denoising, and out-of-distribution detection. We argue why
such models should not be trained by maximum likelihood alone and
present a new training algorithm that separates manifold and density
updates. In a range of experiments we demonstrate how M-flows
learn the data manifold and allow for better inference than standard
flows in the ambient data space.
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This document contains additional details, in-depth discussions, and more results that did not fit into the main paper.
Rather than providing a series of appendices, we tried to turn
it into a substantially extended version of the paper that can
be read on its own, without requiring jumping back and forth
between two documents.

1. Introduction
Inferring a probability distribution from example data is a
common problem that is increasingly tackled with deep generative models. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) (1)
and variational autoencoders (VAEs) (2) are both based on a
lower-dimensional latent space and a learnable mapping from
that to the data space. In essence, these models describe a
lower-dimensional data manifold embedded in the data space.
While they allow for efficient sampling, their probability density (or likelihood) is intractable, leading to a challenge for
training and limiting their usefulness for inference tasks. On
the other hand, normalizing flows (3–6) are based on a latent
space with the same dimensionality as the data space and a
diffeomorphism; their tractable density permeates the full data
space and is not restricted to a lower-dimensional surface.
The flow approach may be unsuited to data that do not
populate the full ambient data space they natively reside
in, but are restricted to a lower-dimensional manifold (7).
Normalizing flows are by construction not able to represent
such a structure exactly, instead they learn a smeared-out
version with support off the manifold. We illustrate this in
the left panel of Figure 1, where the black dots represent 2D
data populating a 1D manifold and the orange surface sketches
the density learned by a normalizing flow. In addition, the
requirement of latent spaces with the same dimension as the
data space increases the memory footprint and computational
1
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cost of the model. While flows have been generalized from
Euclidean spaces to Riemannian manifolds (8), this approach
has so far been limited to the case where the chart for the
manifold is prescribed.
We introduce manifold-learning flows (M-flows): normalizing flows based on an injective, invertible map from a lowerdimensional latent space to the data space. M-flows simultaneously learn the shape of the data manifold, provide a
tractable bijective chart, and learn a probability density over
the manifold, as sketched in the right panel of Figure 1. When
evaluating the model, the input (which may be off the manifold) is first projected onto the manifold and the model returns
both the distance from the manifold as well as the density on
the manifold after the projection.
The M-flow approach marries aspects of normalizing flows,
GANs, and autoencoders. Compared to flows on prescribed
manifolds, this approach relaxes the requirement of knowing
a closed-form expression for the chart from latent variables to
the data manifold and instead learns the manifold from data.
In contrast to GANs and VAEs, it not only provides an exact
tractable likelihood over the data manifold, but also a prescription for how to treat points off the manifold. In contrast
to standard autoencoders, it is a probabilistic model with a
generative mode and tractable density. Similar to invertible
autoencoders (9), M-flows ensure that for data points on the
manifold the encoder and decoder are the inverse of each other.
They can also be seen as regularized autoencoders (10, 11).
Compared to standard flow-based generative models, M-flows
offer four advantages:
• M-flows may more accurately approximate the true data
distribution, avoiding probability mass off the data manifold. This in turn could lead to performance gains in
inference and generative tasks.
• The model architecture naturally allows one to model a
conditional density that lives on a fixed manifold. This
should improve data efficiency in such situations as it is
ingrained in the architecture and does not need to be
learned.
• The lower-dimensional latent space reduces the complexity
of the model, allowing us to use more expressive transformations or scale to higher-dimensional data spaces within
a given computational budget.

flows with a distance measure in feature space to measure
closeness to the data manifold.
Training an M-flow model faces two challenges. First, maximum likelihood is not enough: we will demonstrate that the
training dynamics for naive likelihood-based training may not
lead to a good estimate of the manifold and the density on it.
Second, evaluating the M-flow density can be computationally expensive. We will discuss several new training strategies
that solve these challenges. In particular, we introduce a
new training scheme with separate manifold and density updates, which allows for a computationally efficient training
of M-flows and incentivizes both good manifold quality and
good density estimation on the manifold.
We begin with a broad discussion of the notion of data manifolds in different generative models and introduce manifoldlearning flows in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss pitfalls when training M-flows and introduce training strategies that can overcome these challenges. In Section 4 we
demonstrate M-flow in experiments. We comment on related work in Section 5 before summarizing the results in
Section 6. The code used in our study is available at
http://github.com/johannbrehmer/manifold-flow.

2. Generative models and the data manifold
Consider a data-generating process that draws samples x ∈
M∗ ⊂ X = Rd according to x ∼ p∗(x), where M∗ is
a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold embedded in the ddimensional data space X and n < d. We consider the two
problems of estimating the density p∗(x) as well as the manifold M∗ given some training samples {xi } ∼ p∗(x). We will
later extend our models with a projection to the manifold so
that they can also handle problems in which the data is only
approximately restricted to a manifold.
In the following we will discuss which types of generative
models address which parts of this problem and generally
discuss the relation between the data manifold and various
classes of generative models. In the process we will also
introduce the new manifold-learning flows (M-flows). We
distinguish between three different groups of models:
1. manifold-free models defined in the ambient space X,
2. models for an explicitly prescribed manifold, and
3. models that learn an unknown manifold.

• The projection onto the data manifold provides dimensionality reduction and denoising capabilities. The distance to the manifold may also be useful to detect out-ofdistribution samples.
The M-flow model embraces the idea of energy-based models (12–14) for dealing with off-the-manifold issues through a
non-probabilistic distance measure, while retaining a tractable
density on the data manifold. Similarly, we can link it to the
development of adversarial objectives for GANs: the original
GAN setup (1), in which a generator is pitted against a discriminator, corresponds to training based on a proxy for the
likelihood ratio. Off the data manifold this density ratio is not
well-defined, which makes the training challenging. Wasserstein GANs (15) address this issue by measuring distances
between two data manifolds in feature space. Similarly, the
likelihood of normalizing flows is not appropriate when data
populates a lower-dimensional manifold; M-flows augment
2

In this discussion we rely on a few simplifying assumptions.
We treat the manifold as topologically equivalent to Rn ; in
particular, we assume that it is connected and can be described
by a single chart. We also assume that the dimensionality n
of the manifold is known. In Section 2.D we will discuss how
these requirements can be lifted.
To facilitate a straightforward comparison, we will describe
all generative models in terms of two vectors of latent variables
u ∈ U and v ∈ V , where U = Rn is the latent space that
maps to the learned manifold M, i. e. the coordinates of the
manifold. V = Rd−n parameterizes any remaining latent
variables, representing the directions “off the manifold”.
In Figure 2 we sketch the setup of the different models. In
Table 1 we summarize some of their properties.
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A. Manifold-free models: Ambient flows.

In these conventions, a standard Euclidean
normalizing flow (6) in the ambient data space is a diffeomorphism
Ambient flow (AF).

f : U × V 7→ X
u, v → f (u, v)

−1

,

[2]

where Jf is the Jacobian of f , a d × d matrix. f is usually
implemented as a neural network with certain constraints that
make det Jf efficient to compute. In the generative mode,
flows sample u and v from their base densities and apply the
transformation x = f (u, v), leading to samples x ∼ px (x).
There is typically no difference between u and v. While
some models employ multi-scale architectures where some
latent variables have more transformations applied to them
than others (5), there is no explicit incentive for the network to
align these directions in the latent space with coordinates on
the data manifold and off-the-manifold directions, respectively.
This model therefore has no notion of a data manifold, they
only describe regions of varying probability density in the
overall ambient data space. We will therefore refer to it as
ambient flow (AF).

u → g ∗(u)
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Fig. 2. Schematic relation between data x and various latent variables u, v, ũ
in the different generative models discussed in Section 2. Red arrows represent
learnable transformations, while black arrows stand for fixed transformations. Solid
lines show invertible bijections, dashed lines denote injections that are invertible within
their image, and dotted lines show unrestricted transformations that may be neither
injective nor invertible.

[3]
C. Learning the manifold: From GANs to M-flows.

is the sole chart for the manifold, the density on the manifold
is given by

GANs map an ndimensional latent space to the data space,
Generative adversarial network (GAN).

−1
det[JgT (g ∗ −1(x))Jg (g ∗ −1(x))] 2

,
[4]
where Jg is the Jacobian of g ∗ , an n × d matrix. The latent
variables u are the coordinates of the manifold. The density
pu (u) in this coordinate space can then be modeled with a
regular normalizing flow in n dimensions with a learnable
diffeomorphic transformation

g : U 7→ M ⊂ X
u → g(u) .

ũ → h(ũ)

[5]

and a base density pũ (ũ). Then
−1

,

[6]

where Jh is the Jacobian of h.
Sampling from such a flow is straightforward and consists
of drawing from the base density and transforming the variable
with h and then g ∗ . Depending on the choice of chart, the
model likelihood in Eq. (4) can be evaluated efficienty, and the
model is by construction limited to the true manifold. This
approach has been worked out for spheres and tori of arbitrary
dimension (16), for hyperbolic manifolds (17), as well as for a
problem in theoretical physics where the manifold consists of
a particular product of U (1) groups (18).

[7]

Here g is a learnable map like a deep neural network rather
than a prescribed closed-form chart. This map is neither
restricted to be invertible nor injective: there can be multiple
u that correspond to the same data point x. Therefore g is not
a chart and the image of this transformation not necessarily a
Riemannian manifold, though this distinction is not our focus
and we will simply call this subset a manifold.
While the lack of restrictions on g increases the expressivity of the neural network, it also makes the model density
intractable. This drawback has two immediate consequences.
First, GANs have to be trained adversarially as opposed to by
maximum likelihood. Second, despite their built-in manifoldlike structure GANs are neither well-suited for inference tasks
that require to evaluate the model density nor for manifold
learning tasks.∗ Finally, note that in conditional GANs both

h : Ũ 7→ U
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x

Me-flow: x

g ∗ : U 7→ M∗ ⊂ X

pu (u) = pũ (h−1 (u)) det Jh (h−1 (u))

GAN:

g∗

(u, v) ∼ puv

e

When a chart (or an atlas of multiple charts) for the manifold is known a priori, one can construct
a flow on this manifold (8). If a diffeomorphism

(x))

x

f

g = f ◦ Pad

Flow on a manifold (FOM).

pM∗ (x) = pu (g

FOM:

M-flow: x

B. Flows on a prescribed manifold.

∗ −1

x

[1]

together with a tractable base density (such as a multivariate
unit Gaussian) puv (u, v). According to the change-of-variable
formula, the density in X is then given by
px (x) = puv (f −1 (x)) det Jf (f −1 (x))

AF:

∗

Reference (19) introduces a method that allows to calculate the GAN density at least approximately,
though this approach neglects the possibility of multiple u pointing to the same x. PresGANs (20)
add a noise term to the generative procedure, similar to a VAE, as well as a numerical method to
evaluate the model density approximately using importance sampling.

3

Model
Ambient flow (AF)
Flow on manifold (FOM)
Generative adversarial network (GAN)
Variational autoencoder (VAE)
Pseudo-invertible encoder (PIE)
Slice of PIE
Probabilistic autoencoder (PAE)
Manifold-learning flow (M-flow)
Manifold-learning flow with sep. encoder (Me-flow)

Manifold

Chart

Generative mode

Tractable density

Restricted to manifold

no manifold
prescribed
learned
learned
learned
learned
learned
learned
learned

×
X
×
×
X
X
×
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X

X
X
×

×
X
X
(×)
(×)
X
X
X
X

only ELBO

X
up to normalization

×
X (may be slow)
X (may be slow)

Table 1. Generative models for data that populate a lower-dimensional manifold. We differentiate the models by whether they have a prescribed or learned internal notion of the
data manifold, whether they provide access to a diffeomorphic chart of that manifold, if they allow us to generate samples, whether they have a tractable density, and whether
the model density is actually restricted to the manifold (as opposed to the full ambient data space). In the last column, parantheses (×) mean that an alternative sampling
procedure can generate data just from the manifold, but that this sampling process does not follow the model density.

base density pv (v) is chosen such that it sharply peaks around
0, for instance as a Gaussian with a small variance ε2  1 in
each direction.
For sufficiently flexible transformations, this architecture
has the same expressivity as an ambient flow, independently
of the orientation of the latent space. In particular, a single
scaling layer can learn to absorb the difference in base densities,
allowing the flow to squeeze any region of data space into the
narrow base density pv (v) and thus fit the data equally well
independent of how the latent variables u and v are aligned
with the data manifold. From that perspective it does not
seem like PIE is actually a different model than AF. Yet
somehow in practice learning dynamics and the inductive bias
of the model seem to couple in a way that favor an alignment
of the level set v = 0 with the data manifold. Understanding
these dynamics better would be an interesting research goal.
In many ways, PIE walks and quacks like an ambient flow.
In particular, the model density px (x) in Eq. (2) generally
has support over the full data space X, extending beyond
the manifold. To sample from this density, one would still
draw u ∼ pu (u) and v ∼ pv (v) and apply a transformation
x = f (u, v).
However, the labelling of different latent directions as manifold coordinates u and off-the-manifold directions v gives us
some new handles. The authors of Reference (21) define a generative mode that samples data only from the learned manifold:
one samples u ∼ pu (u) as usually, but fixes v = 0, and then
applies the transformation x = f (u, 0). This is similar to sampling from the learned manifold for a VAE when the Gaussian
mean is used as a deterministic encoder. If the inductive bias
of the PIE model successfully leads to an alignment of u with
the manifold coordinates, this allows us to sample only from
the manifold. Note, however, that the density defined by this
sampling procedure is not the same as the tractable density
px (x).‡ Training a PIE model by maximizing the likelihood

the shape of the manifold as well as the implicit density on it
generally depend on the variables θ being conditioned on.†
Variational autoencoders also
map a lower-dimensional latent space U to the data space,
but instead of a deterministic function x = g(u) they use a
stochastic decoder p(x|u). The marginal density
Variational autoencoder (VAE).

Z
p(x) =

du p(x|u)p(u)

[8]

of the model therefore extends off the manifold into the whole
space X. This marginal density itself is intractable, though
there is a variational lower bound (the ELBO) for it that is
commonly used as a training objective.
Nevertheless, the lower-dimensional latent space of a VAE
is often associated with a learned data manifold. Often only
the final step in the decoder is stochastic, for instance as a
Gaussian density in data space where the mean is a learned
function of the latent variables. Then one can define an
alternative generative mode by using this mean instead of
sampling from the Gaussian, replacing the stochastic decoder
with a deterministic one. In this way the generated samples are
restricted to a lower-dimensional subset M ∈ X. While not
strictly a manifold, for all practical purposes it is equivalent
to one. However, generating in this mode does not correspond
to sampling from p(x), which was used to train the model.
One way to give ambient flows
Pseudo-invertible encoder (PIE).
a notion of a (learnable) manifold is to treat some of the latent variables differently from others and rely on the training
to align one class of latent variables with the manifold coordinates and the other class of latent variables with the
off-the-manifold directions. This is the essential idea behind
the pseudo-invertible encoder (PIE) architecture (21). Its basic setup is given by the flow transformation of Eq. (1) and
the flow density in Eq. (2). The key difference is that in PIE
one chooses different base densities for the latent variables
u, which are designated to represent the coordinates on the
manifold, and v, which should learn the off-the-manifold directions in latent space: the base density pu (u) is modeled with
an n-dimensional Euclidean flow, i. e. a transformation h that
maps it to another latent variable ũ associated with a standard
base density such as a unit Gaussian. The off-the-manifold
†

To fix the manifold but let the density on it be conditional, one could make g independent of θ and
model p(u|θ) with a conditional density estimator such as a normalizing flow. Such a partially
conditional GAN setup has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been explored in the literature.

4

‡

Sampling with v = 0 corresponds to the density in Eq. (14), not to the one in Eq. (2). Even
when restricted to x ∈ M, these two densities need not even be proportional to each other. To
see this explicitly, we can write the Jacobian of f as Jf = (Jg , J⊥ ) in column notation. Then
for x ∈ M we have

px (x) = pu (g

−1

(x)) pv (0)

det



JgT Jg
T
J⊥
Jg

JgT J⊥
T
J⊥
J⊥



−1
2

which is in general not proportional to

pM (x) = pu (g

−1

(x))

T

det Jg Jg

−1
2

.

The discrepancy comes from px (x) containing additional factors that describe how the flow
“squeezes” and “relaxes” off-the-manifold latent variables around the manifold, but those terms
do not play a role for pM (x). This is the case even if we restrict f to volume-preserving flows.
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in Eq. (2) and then sampling from the manifold with v = 0 is
therefore inconsistent. Finally, note that the hyperparameter
ε allows us to smoothly interpolate between an ambient flow
(ε = 1) and “manifolds” (ε  1).
In a conditional version of the original PIE model, both
the shape of the manifold as well as the density on it generally
depend on the variables θ being conditioned on. We introduce a
new conditional PIE version in which f (and thus the manifold)
is independent of θ, while h(ũ|θ) and therefore the density
are conditional on θ. Training such a model by maximum
likelihood leads to a stronger incentive to align the variables
u with the manifold coordinates, since in any other alignment
the model cannot model the dependence on θ.
The PIE architecture defines a density px (x) over
the full data space, and the level set v = 0 defines a manifold
M. It may therefore be tempting to study the density on M
induced by px (x), which is defined as
Slice of PIE.

px (x)
pM0 (x) = R
.
dx0 px (x0 )
M

[9]

While the normalizing integral in Eq. (9) cannot be computed
efficiently, with Eq. (2) we can compute px (x) easily enough,
so this likelihood is tractable up to an unknown normalizing
constant. Depending on the task, this may or may not be
sufficient.
The more pressing issue with this model is the generative
mode. The density in Eq. (9) is not the same as the density
defined by sampling data from the manifold, i. e. drawing
u ∼ pu (u) and pushing it into data space with x = f (u, 0).
More importantly, we do not know how to sample from Eq. (9)
efficiently.‡
We now introduce the main
new algorithm of this paper: the manifold-learning flow or
M-flow. It combines the learnable manifold aspect of GANs
with the tractable density of flows on manifolds (FOM) without introducing inconsistencies between generative mode and
the tractable likelihood. We begin by modeling the relation
between the latent space and data space with a diffeomorphism
Manifold-learning flow (M-flow).

f : U × V 7→ X
u, v → f (u, v) ,

[10]

just as for an ambient flow or PIE. We define the model
manifold M through the level set
g : U 7→ M ⊂ X
u → g(u) = f (u, 0) .

[11]

In practice, we implement this transformation as a zero
padding followed by a series of invertible transformations,
g = fk ◦ · · · ◦ f1 ◦ Pad ,

[12]

where
Pad(u) = u0

···

un−1

0

···

T

0

[13]

denotes padding a n-dimensional vector with d − n zeros and
the invertible transformations fi operate in d-dimensional
The discrepancy also survives when we consider px (x)/pv (0) in the limit ε → 0. For a concrete example, think of standard 2D polar coordinates, where r plays the role of u and φ that of
v . Let the manifold be given by the line φ = 0. Then px (x)|x∈M = pr (r)pφ (0)/r , while
pM (x) = pr (r).
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<latexit sha1_base64="JRtsdj9XntrL8vybPNcpNRXBnMA=">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</latexit>
<latexit

x
<latexit sha1_base64="+cNZIZgXBmpemQPJNe3JiQ0wR40=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5jukyvVArizCXXpMpmPjSwikkoY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="R6xlVvq3XRwkWRauKYrE+qqWBgM=">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</latexit>
<latexit

F g 3 Ske ch o how an M flow eva ua es a b a y po n s on o o he ea ned
man o d On he e s de we show he da a space X w h da a samp es g ey and he
embedded man o d M o ange On he gh s de he a en space U × V s shown
n pu p e we ske ch he eva ua on o a da a po n x nc ud ng s ans o ma on o
he a en space he p o ec on on o he man o d coo d na es and he ans o ma on
back o he man o d

space V ewed as a map rom the atent space U to the data
space X the trans ormat on g s n ect ve and (when restr cted
to ts mage M) nvert b e
Just as or FOM and PIE we mode the base dens ty pu (u)
w th an n-d mens ona flow h wh ch maps u to another atent
var ab e ũ w th an assoc ated tractab e base dens ty pũ (ũ)
There s no need or a base dens ty over the off-the-man o d
var ab es v n th s approach The nduced probab ty dens ty
on the man o d s then g ven by
pM (x) = pu (g −1 (x)) det JgT (g −1 (x))Jg (g −1 (x))
= pũ (h−1 (g −1 (x))) det Jh (h−1 (g −1 (x)))

−1
2
−1

× det JgT (g −1 (x))Jg (g −1 (x))

1
−2
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Th s s the same as Eq (4) except w th a earnab e trans ormat on g rather than a prescr bed c osed- orm chart Th s
mode dens ty s defined
on y on the man o d and norma zed
R
to the man o d M dx pM (x) = 1
Samp ng rom an M-flow s stra ght orward one draws
ũ ∼ pũ (ũ) and pushes the atent var ab e orward to the
data space as u = h(ũ) o owed by x = g(u) = f (u 0)
ead ng to data po nts on the man o d that cons stent y o ow
x ∼ pM (x)
As a fina ngred ent to the M-flow approach we add a
prescr pt on or eva uat ng arb trary po nts x ∈ X wh ch may
be off the man o d As we ustrate n F gure 3 g maps rom
a ow-d mens ona atent space to the data space and s thus
essent a y a decoder We define a match ng encoder g −1 as
f −1 o owed by a pro ect on to the u component
g −1 X → U
x → g −1 (x) = Pro (f −1 (x))
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w th Pro (u v) = u Th s extends the nverse o g (wh ch s
so ar on y defined or x ∈ M) to the who e data space X
S m ar to an autoencoder comb n ng g and g −1 a ows us to
ca cu ate a reconstruct on error
kx − x k = kx − g(g −1 (x))k

16

wh ch s zero
and on y
x ∈ M Un ke or standard
autoencoders the encoder and decoder are exact nverses o
each other as ong as po nts on the man o d are stud ed
For an arb trary x ∈ X an M-flow thus ets us compute
three quant t es
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• The projection onto the manifold x0 = g(g −1 (x)), which
may be used as a denoised version of the input.
• The reconstruction error kx−x0 k, which will be important
for training, but may also be useful for anomaly detection
or out-of-distribution detection.
• The likelihood on the manifold after the projection,
pM (x0 ).
In this way, M-flows separate the distance from the data
manifold and the density on the manifold—two concepts that
easily get conflated in an ambient flow. M-flows thus embrace
ideas of energy-based models for dealing with off-the-manifold
issues, but still have a tractable, exact likelihood on the learned
data manifold. Figure 3 summarizes how an M-flow model
evaluates a data point x ∈ X by transforming to the latent
space, projecting onto the manifold (where the density is
evaluated), and transforming back to data space (where the
reconstruction error is calculated).
Finally,
Manifold-learning flows with separate encoder (Me-flow).
we introduce a variant of the M-flow model where instead of
using the inverse f −1 followed by a projection as an encoder,
we encode the data with a separate function

The algorithms presented above can be extended to the more
general case where these assumptions are relaxed.
If the dimension of the manifold is not known, a brute-force
solution would be to scan over values of n and train algorithms
for each value. A common metric for flow-based models is the
model log likelihood evaluated on a number of test samples,
but that criterion is not admissible in this context since the
space of the data (and the units of the likelihood) are different
for different values of n. However, we can compare models with
different manifold dimensionality based on the reconstruction
error, as well as on downstream tasks such as evaluating the
quality of generated samples or the performance on inference
tasks. A drop in performance is expected when the model
manifold becomes smaller than the true manifold dimension.
Alternatively, for the PIE algorithm one could use trainable
values of the base density variance ε along each latent direction,
with suitable regularization favoring values close to 0 or 1. In
this way the model can learn the manifold dimensionality
directly from the training data.
If the manifold consists of multiple disjoint pieces, potentially with different dimensionality, a mixture model with
separate transformations from latent space to data space may
work. It remains to be seen if such a model is easy to train.
See Reference (16) for a discussion of such issues.

e : X 7→ U
x → e(x) .

[17]

This encoder is not restricted to be invertible or to have a
tractable Jacobian, potentially increasing the expressiveness
of the network. Just as in the M-flow approach, for a given
data point x ∈ X, this Me-flow model returns a projected
point onto the learned manifold g(e(x)), a reconstruction error
kx − g(e(x))k, and the likelihood on the manifold evaluated
after the projection
pM (x) = pu (e(x)) det[JgT (e(x))Jg (e(x))]

−1
2

.

[18]

The added expressivity of this encoder comes at the price of
potential inconsistencies between encoder and decoder, which
the training procedure will have to try to penalize, exactly as
for a standard autoencoders and similar to VAEs.
How important is the invertibility of the transformation f (and therefore g) in the M-flow
and Me-flow models? If we take the Me-flow model and replace the invertible transformation g of Eq. Eq. (11) with a
decoder

3. Efficient training and evaluation
Having defined the M-flow model, we will now turn to the
question is how to train it. Most flow-based generative models are trained by maximum likelihood, with architectures
commonly designed with the goal of making the likelihood
in Eq. (2) efficient to evaluate. For implicit generative models that is not available: GANs are trained adversarially, for
instance pitted against a discriminator or using an optimal
transport (OT) metric, while VAEs are commonly trained on
a lower bound for the marginal likelihood (the ELBO). We will
draw on all of these approaches, beginning with a discussion
of two challenges of likelihood-based training for M-flows in
Section 3.A. We discuss a number of more promising training strategies in Section 3.B, before commenting on steps to
also make the evaluation of the likelihood more efficient in
Section 3.C.

Probabilistic autoencoder (PAE).

g : U 7→ X
u → g(u)

[19]

that is not required to be invertible, we arrive at an autoencoder model in which the latent space is modeled with a flow.
This setup has recently been called probabilistic autoencoder
(PAE) (22). While relaxing the requirement of invertibility
may make this generative model more expressive, it also loses
the tractable density of the model.
D. Manifolds with unknown dimensionality or nontrivial
topology. So far we have made two key assumptions to simplify

the learning problem: that we know the manifold dimensionality n and that the manifold is topologically equivalent to
Rn (in particular that it can be mapped by a single chart).
6

A. Maximum likelihood is not enough.

Since the
M-flow model has a tractable density, maximum likelihood
is an obvious candidate for a training objective. However,
the situation is more subtle as the M-flow model describes
the density after projecting onto the learned manifold. The
definition of the data variable in the likelihood hence depends
on the weights φf of the manifold-defining transformation f ,
and a comparison of naive likelihood values between different
configurations of φf is meaningless. Instead of thinking of a
likelihood function p(x|φf , φh ), where φh are the weights of
the transformation h, it is instructive to think of a family of
likelihood functions pφf (x|φh ) parameterized by the different
φf .
Training M-flows by simply maximizing the naive likelihood p(x|φf , φh ) is therefore not meaningful, does not incentivize the network to learn the right shape of the manifold, and
probably will not converge to the true model. As an extreme
example, consider a model manifold that is perpendicular to
A subtlety in the naive interpretation of the density.
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Naive likelihood

Reconstruction error

Combined loss

Likelihood relative to
MLE for each

1.0

p(x)

0.5
1.5
1.0

x1

0.5

x0
(a) Setup. The model manifold is a straight line in 2D Euclidean space that passes
through the origin and is rotated with respect to the x-axis by an angle α. On this
line, the density is a Gaussian with mean at the origin, its standard deviation is a
model parameter σ . The training data (black dots) are generated with α∗ = π/2
and σ ∗ = 1.

0

/2

0

/2

(b) Loss functions. Top left: naive log likelihood as a function of the model parameters α and σ . When fixing the manifold to α = π/2, the true value σ = 1
(black star) maximizes the naive likelihood. However, when varying both parameters,
the likelihood can be larger for the pathological configuration α → 0 and σ → 0.
Top right: reconstruction error when projecting to the model manifold, which is
minimized by the true configuration α = π/2. Bottom left: combined loss given by
the reconstruction error minus a small factor times the naive log likelihood—the true
configuration is a local minimum, but the global minimum for α → 0 and σ → 0
persists. Bottom right: Log likelihood after subtracting the maximum log likelihood
for each value of α.

Fig. 4. Toy example showing that maximum naive likelihood is not a suitable training objective for manifold-learning flows.

the true data manifold. Since this configuration allows the
M-flow to project all points to a region of very high density
on the model manifold, this pathological configuration may
lead to a very high naive likelihood value.
We demonstrate this issue in Figure 4 in a simple toy problem. The ambient data space is two-dimensional, the model
manifold consists of a line through the origin with variable angle φf = α such that α = 0 corresponds to a manifold aligned
with the x-axis and α = π/2 to a manifold aligned with the
y-axis. On this line we consider a one-dimensional Gaussian
probability density with mean at the origin and standard deviation φh = σ. Training samples are generated from α∗ = π/2
and σ ∗ = 1. The setup is sketched in Figure 4a. In the top
left panel of Figure 4b we show how the naive likelihood of
this model over the training data depends on the parameters
α and σ. When fixing the manifold to the true value α = π/2,
the correct standard deviation σ = 1 indeed maximizes the
naive likelihood. However, the model can achieve an even
higher naive likelihood for α → 0 and σ → 0, representing
a manifold that is orthogonal to the true one and projects
all data points to a region of extremely high density on the
manifold. In this limit the likelihood is in fact unbounded
from above. Clearly, maximizing the naive p(x|α, σ) alone is
not very good at incentivizing the model to learn the correct
manifold.
To address this, we can add a second training objective that
is responsible for learning the manifold. A suitable candidate
is the reconstruction error kx − x0 k discussed in the previous
Brehmer and Cranmer

section. The top right panel in Figure 4b shows the mean
reconstruction error as a function of the model parameters,
which is indeed minimal for the true configuration.
One way to combine the two metrics is training on a combined loss that sums reconstruction error and negative naive
log likelihood, with hyperparameters λ weighting the two
terms. This helps, but does not really solve the problem. In
our toy example we show such a combined loss in the bottom
left of Figure 4b. While the correct configuration is a local
minimum of this loss, the wrong minimum at α → 0 and σ → 0
still exists and leads to a lower (and unbounded from below)
loss. In general the correct solution might not even be a local
minimum of such a combined loss function. When training
the model parameters by minimizing this combined loss, the
gradient flow may take the model to the correct solution or
a pathological configuration, depending on the initialization
and the choice of hyperparameters.
A better strategy is to separate the model parameters that
define the manifold from the ones that only describe the density
on them. In the M-flow setup in the previous section, the
parameters of the transformation f (or g) make up the first
class, while the parameters of pu (or h) are in the second; in the
toy example in Figure 4 α fixes the manifold and σ the density
on it. We can then update the manifold parameters based on
only the reconstruction error and update the density weights
based on only the log likelihood. In Figure 4b this corresponds
to horizontal steps in the top right panel and vertical steps
in the bottom right panel, where we show the log likelihood
7

normalized to the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for
each value of α. Such a training procedure is not prone to the
gradient flow leading the model to a pathological configuration.
In the limit of infinite capacity, sufficient training data, and
succesful optimization, it will correctly learn both the manifold
and the density on it.
The second challenge is the computational efficiency of evaluating the M-flow
density in Eq. (14). While this quantity is tractable, it cannot
be computed as cheaply as the ambient flow density of Eq. (2).
The underlying reason is that since the Jacobian Jg is not
square, it is not obvious how the determinant det JgT Jg can
be decomposed further. In particular, when the map consists
of multiple functions as given in Eq. (12), the Jacobian
is
Q
given by a product of individual Jacobians, Jg = ( i Ji )JPad .
While the Ji are invertible d × d matrices, the Jacobian that
represents the zero-padding is a rectangular matrix that consists of a n × n identity matrix padded with zeros, which leaves
us with the following Jacobian to calculate:
Evaluating the likelihood can be expensive.



log pM = · · ·−


1
log det 1 0 J1T . . . JkT Jk . . . J1
2

 
1
0

. [20]

This determinant can be computed explicitly. However, when
we compose an M-flow out of invertible transformations that
have been designed for standard flows—coupling layers with
invertible elementwise transformations, autoregressive transformations, permutations, or invertible linear transformations—
evaluating this M-flow density requires the computation of
all entries of the Jacobians of the individual transformation.
This is a much larger computational effort than in the case of
standard flows, where the overall log determinant can be split
into a sum over the log determinants of each layer, which in
turn can usually be written down as a single number without
having to compute all elements of a Jacobian first.
While the computational cost of evaluating Eq. (20) is often
reasonable for the evaluation of a limited number of test samples, it can be prohibitively expensive during training, which
often requires many more evaluations. Since the computational
cost grows with increasing data dimensionality d, training by
maximizing log pM does not scale to high-dimensional problems.
Fortunately, gradient updates do not always require computing the full likelihood of the model. In particular, consider
the training procedure introduced in the previous section,
where we update the parameters of f by minimizing the reconstruction error and update the parameters of h (and thus
of pu ) by maximizing the log likelihood. The manifold update
phase does not require computing the log likelihood at all. For
the density update, the loss functional L[h] is given by
L[h] = −

B. Training strategies.

For completeness we include here the simultaneous optimization of the
parameters of the manifold-defining transformation f and
the parameters of the density-defining transformation h on
a combined loss summing negative naive log likelihood and
reconstruction error,
Simultaneous manifold and likelihood training (S).

LS [g, h] =


1 X
− log pM (x) + λkx − g −1 (g(x))k , [22]
N
x

where λ is a hyperparameter.
Following the discussion in Section A, we do not expect this
algorithm to perform very well. First, as demonstrated in the
toy example in Figure 4 there is a risk of pathological models
with poor manifold quality and poor density estimation for
which this loss is very small, potentially even lower than for
the true model. Which configuration the model ends up in
may critically depend on the initialization and the learning
dynamics. Second, evaluating this loss can be computationally
expensive, especially for high-dimensional problems. Nevertheless, we include this in our experiments on low-dimensional
data for comparison.
In order to ameliorate both the potential instability of this
training objective and to speed up the training, we add a
pre-training and a post-training phase. In the pre-training,
the model is trained by minimizing the reconstruction error
only, hopefully pushing the weights of f into the basin of
attraction around the true model configuration, before the
main training phase begins. In the post-training phase, the
parameters of f are fixed and only the parameters of h are
updated by minimizing only the relevant terms in the loss.
As discussed above,
Separate manifold and density training (M/D)
we expect a both faster and more robust training when separating manifold and density updates, splitting the training
into two phases:
Manifold phase: Update only the parameters of f (and thus
also g, which is defined as a level set of f ) by minimizing
the squared reconstruction error from the projection onto
the manifold,
M/D

Lmanifold [g] =

1X
kx − g(g −1 (x))k22
b

[23]

x

with batch size b. For the Me-flow model, the parameters
of the encoder e are also updated during this phase.
Density phase: Update only the parameters of h (which define the coordinate density pu ) by minimizing the negative
log likelihood

1 X
log pM (x)
N
x


1 X
=−
log pũ (h−1 (u)) − log det Jh (h−1 (u))
N

M/D

Ldensity [h] = −

x

1
− log det[JgT (u)Jg (u)] ,
2



1X
log pu (g −1 (x)) .
b

[24]

x

[21]

with u = g −1 (x). However, the last term (which is slow to
evaluate) does not depend on the parameters of h and does
not contribute to the gradient updates in this phase! We can
8

therefore just as well train the parameters of h by minimizing
only the first two terms, which can be evaluated very efficiently.

An important choice is how these two phases are scheduled.
The most straightforward strategy is a sequential training, in
which the manifold-defining transformation f is learned first,
followed by the density-defining transformation h. We also
Brehmer and Cranmer

Algorithm 1 Alternating manifold / density (M/D) training for manifold-learning flows. Instead of alternating between
manifold and density phases as shown here, one can employ a sequential version in which the manifold is first trained until
convergence, followed by a training phase focused on the density. For simplicity we show a version based on stochastic gradient
descent with a constant learning rate, though the algorithm can trivially be extended to other optimizers and learning rate
schedules (which may be different for the two phases).
Require: α, the learning rate. λm , λd , factors weighting terms in the loss functions. bm and bd , the batch sizes. Nm and Nd ,
the number of batches per training phase.
Require: φ0f and φ0h , initial weights of the M-flow transformations f and h.
φf ← φ0f
φh ← φ0h
while φf has not converged or φh has not converged do
for t = 1, . . . , Nm do
m
Sample {xi }bi=1
∼ p∗(x)
for i = 1, . . . , bm do
ui , vi ← f −1 (xi )
x0i ← f (ui , 0)
P
Lmanifold ← λm/bm i kxi − x0i k22
φf ← φf − α∇φf Lmanifold
for t = 1, . . . , Nd do
bd
Sample {xi }i=1
∼ p∗(x)
for i = 1, . . . , bd do
ui , vi ← f −1 (xi )
ũ0i ← h−1 (ui )
P
Ldensity ← −λd/bd i [log pũ (ũi ) − log det Jh (ũi )]
φh ← φh − α∇φh Ldensity

experiment with an alternating scheme, where we switch between the two phases after a fixed number of gradient updates.
The algorithm is described in more detail in Algorithm 1.
To study the convergence of the model under this training
schedule we can separately study whether it reaches the correct
manifold shape (defined by f ) and whether it correctly models
the true density on the manifold (defined by f and h). First,
the ability of M-flows to converge to the correct manifold is
essentially the same as the considerations for autoencoders,
with an additional architectural requirement of invertibility.
For data on a manifold that can be described by a single
chart with the true latent space dimensionality n (which here
we assume to be known), this does not pose a restriction;
this is related to the fact that all submanifolds that satisfy
modest regularity conditions can be expressed as level sets
of bijections. Second, if f has converged and learned the
manifold, then learning the density on the manifold is a ndimensional density estimation task. By implementing h as a
flow that is a universal density approximator, we ensure that
the M-flow model can express any density on the manifold
(up to some regularity assumptions).
Another option is to train manifoldAdversarial training (OT).
learning flows adversarially, similar to GANs or FlowGANs (23). The loss function is then a distance metric between samples generated from the M-flow model and a batch
of training samples. Such a distance metric can for instance
be based on the output of a discriminator that is trained simultaneously, or an integral probability metric such as the
Wasserstein distance. We use unbiased Sinkhorn divergences,
a tractable but positive definite approximation of Wasserstein
divergences (24). In this training scheme, which we label OT,
we iterate over the data in mini-batches {x}, generate equally
Brehmer and Cranmer

. Manifold phase
. Sample training data
. Transform to latent space
. Project to manifold, transform back to data space
. Compute reconstruction error
. Update manifold weights
. Density phase
. Sample training data
. Transform to latent space
. Project to manifold, transform to coordinate base space
. Compute log likelihood
. Update density weights

sized batches of samples {xgen } from the manifold-learning
flow, and update the gradients based on the loss
LOT [g, h] = Sε ({x}, {xgen })

.

[25]

{xgen }∼pM (x)

Here the Sinkhorn divergence is defined as
Sε ({x}, {xgen }) = OTε ({x}, {xgen }) −
−

1
OTε ({x}, {x})
2

1
OTε ({xgen }, {xgen })
2

[26]

with entropy-regularized optimal transport loss OTε .
Sε ({x}, {xgen }) interpolates between Wasserstein distance (for
ε → 0) and energy distance (for ε → ∞). See Reference (24)
for a detailed explanation.
We can
combine this adversarial training with likelihood-based phases
for the base density pu (u) into an alternating algorithm. It
is essentially the same as the M/D algorithm described in
Algorithm 1, except that in the first phase we draw samples
from the model as well and optimize the parameters of both
f and h by minimizing the loss in Eq. (25).
Alternating adversarial and likelihood training (OT/D).

Given a set of data points
{x}, it is possible to train a neural network d(x) that maps
the data space to R to learn a signed distance function from
the data manifold. The level set d(x) = 0 then corresponds to
the manifold. Reference (25) proposes to achieve this goal by
minimizing
Geometric implicit regularization.

Lreg [d] =

1 X
|d(x)| + λEx0 (k∇x0 d(x0 )k − 1)2 ,
N

[27]

x
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combining a term that favors the network to be zero on the data
with an “Eikonal” term that encourages the gradients ∇x d to
be of unit norm everywhere, weighted by a hyperparameter
λ. The expectation is taken with respect to some probability
distribution over X.
This ansatz can be applied to manifold-learning flows. One
approach would be to add a term like Eq. (27) for each component of the off-the-manifold latent variables v to the existing
loss functions,
Lcombined [g, h] = L[g, h] + α

X

Lreg [vi (x)] .

[28]

i

Computing this regularization term then requires the evaluation of the Jacobian ∂v/∂x, which is plagued by the same computational inefficiency that we discussed for Jg ∼ ∂x/∂u before.
Nevertheless, the authors of Reference 27 report learned manifolds of a very high quality even for few training samples, and
the computational expense may well be worth it. We leave an
exploration of this idea for future work.

acceptance proabbility of MCMC samplers. Inference on model
parameters θ thus does not require the computation of the
slow terms in the likelihood function, provided that the data
manifold is independent of θ.
The likelihood in Eq. (14) can be computed approximately, for instance with the methods proposed
in References (19, 26, 27). Instead of computing the full matrix JgT Jg , these methods just require calculating a number of
matrix-vector products JgT Jg u with randomly sampled vectors
u, which can be cheaper. Whether the gains in speed are
worth the loss in precision from the approximation remains to
be seen; we leave a test of this idea for future work.
Approximate likelihood.

The authors of Reference (10) derive a lower bound on the likelihood in Eq. (14).
While the lower bound itself is computationally expensive,
they derive a stochastic estimator for it that can be computed
efficiently. Again we leave an exploration of the idea for our
model for future work.
Approximate lower bound on the likelihood.

The cost of evaluating
the Jacobian determinant in Eq. (14) can be amortized by
evaluating this Jacobian factor for a number of representative
data points first, and then regressing on the function j(u) =
log det[JgT (u)Jg (u)]. Afterwards, the M-flow likelihood can
be evaluated at any point efficiently. We leave an investigation
of this idea for future work.
Regression on the Jacobian determinant.

C. Likelihood evaluation. Above we discussed training strate-

gies that avoid a computation of the expensive terms in the
likelihood. Even with such an efficient training, the model
likelihood often needs to be evaluated at test time, although
typically not quite as often. Here we collect ideas for how to
improve the efficiency of the likelihood evaluation.
While the model likelihood in Eq. (14) is
tractable, evaluating it for typical flow transformations can be
somewhat slow. The cost of this evaluation increases with the
dimension of the data space as well as with the complexity
of the network architecture. In our experiments we found
that this cost is not the limiting factor when evaluating lowto medium-dimensional data spaces, even in the context of
inference problems that require many repeated evaluations of
the likelihood. In this work we thus restricted ourselves to
exact likelihood evaluations and did not study the methods
described in the following further.
Exact likelihood.

A common downstream task is inference on some model parameters θ that the
model density p(x|θ) depends on. Often the data manifold
is independent of these parameters and only the density on
the manifold depend on them. We argued above that we can
incorporate this structure into the M-flow setup by making
the manifold-defining transformation f independent of θ and
only letting the density-defining transformation h be conditional on θ. This setup may improve the performance, as the
structure is built into the architecture and does not have to
be learned.
On top of that, such a setup allows for exact, efficient
inference on θ. Consider the likelihood ratio between two
different parameter points θ0 and θ1 ,
Efficient exact inference on model parameters.

−1

−1
p(x|θ0 )
pũ (h−1 (u; θ0 )) det Jh (h (u; θ0 ))
=
−1
−1
p(x|θ1 )
pũ (h (u; θ1 )) |det Jh (h (u; θ1 ))|−1

×

det[JgT (u)Jg (u)]
|det[JgT (u)Jg (u)]|

−1
2
−1
2

,

[29]

where u = g −1 (x) is independent of θ. The expensive Jacobian
terms cancel in the ratio! Similarly, they drop out of the
10

The characterization of the evaluation of the Jacobian in Eq. (14) as computationally expensive
depends on the architecture of the transformation f . In this
work we only consider zero-padding followed by typical diffeomorphic transformations like coupling layers with invertible
elementwise transformations or permutations; these transformations have evolved over many years of research with the
design goal of efficient standard flow densities in mind. It
is well possible that a similar amount of research will unveil
a class of transformations for which the terms in Eq. (14)
can be computed efficiently without limiting their expressiveness. We hope that this paper can instigate research into such
transformations.
Optimized architectures.

4. Experiments
We will now demonstrate manifold-learning flows in four experiments. We begin with two pedagogical examples, before
analyzing the Lorenz attractor in Section 4.C, a real-life particle physics dataset in Section 4.D, and finally image datasets
in Sections 4.E and 4.F.
A common metric for flow-based models is the model log
likelihood evaluated on a test set, but such a comparison is not
meaningful in our context. Since the M-flow variants evaluate
the likelihood after projecting to the learned manifolds, the
data variable in the likelihood is different for every model and
the likelihoods of different models may not even have the same
units. Instead, we analyze the performance through the generative mode, evaluating the quality of samples generated from
the models with different metrics depending on the dataset.
In addition, we use the model likelihood for inference tasks
and gauge the quality of the resulting posterior.
A. Gaussian on a circle. First, we want to illustrate the differ-

ent flow models in a simple toy example. Data is generated
Brehmer and Cranmer
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Fig. 5. Learning a Gaussian density on a circle. Top left: true density of the data-generating process. Top middle and top right: 2D density learned by a standard ambient flow
(AF) and a PIE). Bottom: manifold and density learned by a manifold flow with specified true manifold (FOM), a manifold-learning flow (M-flow (M/D)), and a manifold-learning
flow that was only trained on the reconstruction error (M-flow (AE)). To highlight the differences, we use simple, less expressive architectures (see text).

on a unit circle in two-dimensional space, where the usual
polar angle φ is drawn from a Gaussian density with mean
π/2 and standard deviation π/4. To represent a slightly noisy
true manifold, the radial coordinate is not exactly set to 1,
but drawn from a Gaussian density with mean 1 and standard
deviation 0.01. As training data, we generate 104 points in
this way.
To highlight the difference between the different models, we
purposefully limit the expressivity of the flows by using simple
affine coupling layers interspersed with random permutations
of the latent variables. For the ambient flow we use ten affine
coupling layers, while for PIE and the M-flow variants we
restrict f to five such layers and model pu (u) with a Gaussian
with learnable mean and variance. We also consider a FOM
model, using the known parameterization of the unit circle to
model the manifold and a Gaussian with learnable mean and
variance for pu (u). Finally, for demonstration purposes we also
include an M-flow model that is only trained on reconstruction
error, essentially an invertible auto-encoder, in this study and
label it M-flow (AE). In all cases, we limit the training to
120 epochs.
Figure 5 shows the true density of the data-generating
process (top left) as well as the learned densities from different models (other panels). The standard flow (AF, top
middle) learns a smeared-out version of the true density, with
a substantial amount of probability mass away from the true
manifold. Note that the AF results become much sharper
when we train until convergence or switch to a state-of-the-art
architecture, as we have tested with rational-quadratic neural
Brehmer and Cranmer

spline flows (28). The PIE model (top right) also learns a
smeared-out version, but its inductive bias leads to a sharper
version than the AF model. We also show the manifold represented by the level set v = 0 in the PIE model as a dotted
black line, it is not in particularly good agreement with the
true manifold.
In the bottom panels we show some algorithms with a
model density restricted to the manifold, the black space in
the figures thus shows the off-the-manifold region which are
outside the support of the model. Note that this different
support also means that the likelihood values between the
top and bottom panels cannot be directly compared. The
FOM model (bottom left), which requires knowledge of the
manifold, perfectly captures both the shape of the manifold
and the density on it. Our new M-flow (M/D) algorithm
(bottom middle) also parameterizes the density only on the
manifold, but now the manifold is learned from data; we see
both good manifold quality and good density estimation in
the upper half of the circle, where most of the training data lie.
In the lower part, where the density was too small to sample
enough training data, the learned manifold departs from the
true one. Finally, in the bottom right panel we show that
training an M-flow model just on reconstruction error can
lead to a good approximation of the manifold (where there is
training data), but, of course, does not produce a reasonable
density on this manifold.
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Ground truth, = 0

PIE, = 0

Ground truth, = 1

-flow (M/D), = 1

-flow (M/D), = 0

-flow (OT), = 0

Ground truth, = 1

-flow (M/D), = 1

Fig. 6. Mixture model on a polynomial surface. Top: the true data manifold as well as the manifolds learned by the PIE, M-flow (M/D), and M-flow (OT) models. The color
shows the log likelihood for θ = 0 (bright yellow represents a high density, dark blue a low density). In order to increase the clarity of the PIE panel we have removed parts of
that manifold which “fold” above and below the shown part. Bottom: ground truth and M-flow (M/D) manifold for θ = −1 and θ = 1.

a two-dimensional manifold embedded in R3 defined by

!
with

f (z) = exp(−0.1kzk)

X

aij z0i z1j .

i+j≤6

[30]
Here R ∈ SO(3) is a three-dimensional rotation matrix, z =
(z0 , z1 ) is a vector of two latent variables that parameterize
the manifold, aij are the coefficients of a polynomial, and N is
the maximal power in the series. We choose a fixed value for
R and aij for these experiments by a single random sampling
from the Haar measure and normal distributions, the values
of these parameters are given in the appendix.
We define a conditional probability density on the latent
variables as



1
, 22 · 1
−1

 
+ 0.4 N z





−1
, (0.6 + 0.4θ)2 · 1
1

x2

 
p(z|θ) = 0.6 N z


,

[31]

which together with the chart in Eq. (30) defines a probability
density on the manifold. The dominant component of this
mixture model is thus a normal distribution with a large covariance that is independent of the parameter θ, while only the
covariance of the smaller component depends on the parameter
θ, which is restricted to the range −1 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
We train several manifold-learning flow variants on 105
training samples and compare to AF, PIE, and PAE baselines.
In addition to the original PIE model, in which the manifolddefining transformation f is conditional on the parameters θ,
we also include a model where this transformation is independent of θ and only the density on M is conditional on θ. In
12

x2

x=R

z0
z1
f (z)

all cases we use rational-quadratic neural spline flows with ten
coupling layers interspersed with random permutations of the
features. The setup is described in detail in the appendix.
We visualize the true data manifold and the estimated
manifolds from a few M-flow and PIE models in Figure 6.
In the top panels we compare the ground truth and three
trained models conditional on θ = 0, in the bottom panels
we show how the ground truth and the M-flow (M/D) model

x2

B. Mixture model on a polynomial surface. Next, we consider

1
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1
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1
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Ground truth
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-flow
4

2
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Fig. 7. Mixture model on a polynomial surface. On the two-dimensional slice defined
by x0 = 0, we show cross sections through the true data manifold as well as the
manifolds learned by the PIE and M-flow (M/D) models. The color shows the log
likelihood for θ = 0 (bright yellow represents a high density, dark blue a low density,
and black regions off the support of the model).
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change for θ = ±1. The manifold defined by v = 0 in the
PIE model is clearly not a good approximation of the true
manifold—these directions are only partially aligned with the
true data manifold, and the surface defined in this way does
not extend near a large part of the true data manifold at
all. The M-flow (OT) model gets some of the features of the
manifold and density right, but does not perform very well in
regions of low density. The results that most closely resemble
the true model come from the M-flow (M/D) model: not only
are the learned manifold and the density of the manifold very
similar to the ground truth, but the model accurately captures
the dependency of the likelihood on the model parameter θ.
Figure 7 shows a cross section of the ground truth, AF,
and M-flow models. While the AF density is sharply peaked
around the true manifold and most of its probability mass is
very close to it, it nevertheless has support off the manifold,
especially in regions of low density. The M-flow model, on
the other hand, exactly learns a two-dimensional manifold.
In Table 2 we evaluate the performance of the models on
four metrics:
• We compare the quality of samples generated from the
flows by calculating the mean distance from the true data
manifold using Eq. (30), as described in the appendix.
• For all models except the AF we calculate the mean
reconstruction error when projecting test samples onto
the learned manifold.
• We use the flow models for approximate inference on
the parameter θ. We generate posterior samples with an
MCMC sampler, using the likelihood of the different flow
models in lieu of the true simulator density. The results
are compared to posterior samples based on the true
simulator likelihood. We summarize the similarity with
the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) of the posterior
samples based on a Gaussian kernel (29).
• Finally, we evaluate out-of-distribution (OOD) detection.
For each model, we compare the distribution of log likelihood and reconstruction error between a normal test
sample based on Eq. (31) and an OOD sample. The latter
is based on the same density as the original model plus
Model (algorithm)

Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation of
0.1 on all three features, pushing it off the data manifold
of the regular training and test samples. We report the
area under the curve (AUC), giving the larger number
when both discrimination based on model likelihood and
reconstruction error is available.

For each metric, we report the median based on five runs with
independent training samples and weight initializations.
In all metrics except the out-of-distribution detection,
manifold-learning flows provide the best results. In particular, samples generated from the M-flow (M/D) and
Me-flow (M/D) models are closer to the true data manifold
than those from the AF and PIE models. The M-flow (M/D)
and Me-flow (M/D) models also learned a higher-quality manifold than PIE, as measured by the reconstruction error when
projecting test samples the learned manifold. In both of these
metrics, they are competitive with PAE, which does not have
a tractable likelihood, demonstrating that the restriction to an
invertible decoder does not limit the flexibility of the models
too much.
When it comes to inference on θ, the M-flow variants clearly
outperform the AF and PIE baselines (we cannot compare to
PAE due to its intractable likelihood). For out-of-distribution
detection, the reconstruction error returned by these manifoldlearning flows is not quite as good as the AF log likelihood and
the PAE reconstriction error. The other training algorithms
all have their shortcomings: M-flow (S) training is not only
slower, but also leads to slightly worse results, and the optimal
transport variants M-flow (OT) and M-flow (OT/D) do not
perform well on any metric, perhaps signalling the need for a
more thorough tuning of hyperparameters.

C. Lorenz attractor. The Lorenz system (30) is a three-

dimensional, non-linear, deterministic system originally developed by Edward Lorenz as a simplified model for atmospheric
convection. A three-dimensional vector x evolves with time

Mean distance from manifold

Mean reconstruction error

Posterior MMD

Out-of-distribution AUC

AF
PIE (original)
PIE (unconditional manifold)
PAE

0.005
0.035
0.006
0.002

–
1.278
1.253
0.002

0.071
0.131
0.075
–

0.990
0.933
0.972
0.990

M-flow (S)
M-flow (alternating M/D)
M-flow (sequential M/D)
M-flow (OT)
M-flow (alternating OT/D)

0.006
0.002
0.009
0.089
0.142

0.011
0.003
0.013
0.433
1.121

0.026
0.020
0.017
0.134
0.051

0.974
0.986
0.961
0.647
0.584

Me-flow (S)
Me-flow (alternating M/D)
Me-flow (sequential M/D)

0.005
0.003
0.002

0.006
0.003
0.002

0.033
0.030
0.007

0.975
0.985
0.987

Table 2. Results for the mixture model on a polynomial surface. We compare the sample quality of the different flows as given by their distance from the true data manifold
(lower is better), the reconstruction error when projecting on the learned manifold (lower is better), the maximum mean discrepancy between MCMC samples based on the
model and MCMC based on the true likelihood (lower is better), and the AUC when discriminating test samples from a second out-of-distribution test set (higher is better). Out
of five runs with independent training data and initializations we show the median. The best four results, which are generally consistent with each other within the variance
observed in the five runs, are shown in bold.
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Fig. 8. Lorenz attractor. Left: Three example trajectories in the Lorenz system. They start very close to each other, soon diverge, but all tend to the Lorenz attractor. The black
dots show points sampled from this system as described in the text. Center and right: manifold and probability density learned by an M-flow model. Each dot represents a
test sample projected onto the learned manifold, with the color indicating the learned log likelihood (bright yellow represents a high density, dark blue a low density). Both
panels show the same model from different perspectives.

under the three ordinary differential equations
dx0
= σ(x1 − x0 ) ,
dt
dx1
= x0 (ρ − x2 ) − x1 ,
dt
dx2
= x0 x1 − βx2 .
dt

the raw data measured in such a process consists of hundreds
of millions of sensor readouts, we follow the common strategy
to reduce the data to an unstructured vector of 40 features.
Our model of the process is based on a real-world simulator
described in the appendix, which takes a three-dimensional
parameter point θ ∈ R3 as input and samples synthetic data
x ∈ R40 according to an implicit density p∗ (x|θ).
The likelihood function of the simulator is intractable, our
goal is thus to infer the posterior over θ given an observed
dataset based only on training samples and the corresponding
parameter points. This setting is known as likelihood-free
or simulation-based inference (33). However, the process is
not entirely a black box and domain experts can contribute
helpful insight about the structure of the data: from the
laws of particle physics and the definition of the summary
statistics we know that the data populate some 14-dimensional
manifold within the 40-dimensional data space. This makes
it an ideal test case for our M-flow setup. The shape of the
manifold is independent of the model parameters θ, while the
probability density on the manifold is conditional on them.
While the effects of these parameters on the probability density
consist of subtle variations that may not be easy to pick up for
probabilistic models, resolving them is essential for scientific
inference in particle physics experiments.
We follow a neural likelihood estimation strategy (34, 35)
and train conditional density estimators on 106 samples generated from the simulator to learn the likelihood function. We
consider M-flow, Me-flow, PIE, PAE, and AF models based
on neural spline flows, using 35 coupling layers interspersed
with linear transformations. More details are given in the
appendix. Since the adversarial training did not lead to satisfactory results even in the low-dimensional experiments, we
do not include it here.
In addition to the regular training of these algorithms based
on maximum likelihood and the M/D schedules, we train models with the SCANDAL method introduced in Refrence (36).
We extract additional information from the simulator that
characterizes its latent process and augment the training data
with it. We then add a term to the loss functions§ that in-

[32]

For the canonical parameter choices σ = 10, β = 83 , and
ρ = 28, the Lorenz system has chaotic solutions, and from
many initial conditions the system will tend to the Lorenz
attractor. This strange attractor has a Hausdorff dimension
of approximately 2.06 (31) and admits an ergodic invariant
probability measure (32).
We train an M-flow model to learn the invariant probability
density of the Lorenz attractor on a two-dimensional manifold.
We generate 100 trajectories with different initial conditions,
evolving each from t = 0 to t = 1000. Then we sample
positions xi uniformly over all trajectories and time (except
that we skip a warm-up period from t = 0 to t = 50). Example
trajectories and samples are shown in the left panel of Figure 8.
On these i. i. d. samples we train an M-flow model based
on a rational-quadratic neural spline flow architecture. The
system and the flow architecture are described in detail in the
appendix.
The learned manifold and density is shown in the middle
and right panels of Figure 8. The M-flow succesfully learned
the overall shape of the attractor, including the nontrivial part
with two disconnected manifold branches, as well as a plausible
probability density on that manifold. The model is not perfect,
with some artifacts likely linked to the nontrivial topology
of the manifold. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that
M-flows are a useful off-the-shelf method even for problems
with a nontrivial topology.
D. Particle physics. Our next experiment is a real-world problem from particle physics, in which the goal is to infer fundamental constants of Nature from data collected in protonproton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider experiments.
We study a process in which a Higgs boson is produced in the
“weak boson fusion” mode and decays into two photons. While
14

§

The SCANDAL loss term is only added to the likelihood-based loss functions, not to the manifold
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Fig. 9. Inference results on the particle physics problem. We show posterior samples from an MCMC sampler based on likelihood estimates from different flow models. The
rows are based on different synthetic observations, the stars mark the true parameter points θ ∗ used to generate the observation data. The first four columns use models
trained by maximum likelihood and the M/Dalgorithm, the columns marked with “(S)” use the SCANDAL method of augmenting the training data. The rightmost column (“LR
(A)”) shows the results from a likelihood ratio estimator trained with the ALICES method.

Model (algorithm)

Sample closure

Mean reconstruction error

Log posterior

AF
PIE (original)
PIE (unconditional manifold)
PAE
M-flow
Me-flow

0.0019 ± 0.0001
0.0023 ± 0.0001
0.0022 ± 0.0001
0.0073 ± 0.0001
0.0045 ± 0.0004
0.0046 ± 0.0002

–
2.054 ± 0.076
1.681 ± 0.136
0.052 ± 0.001
0.012 ± 0.001
0.029 ± 0.001

−3.94 ± 0.87
−4.68 ± 1.56
−1.82 ± 0.18

AF (SCANDAL)
PIE (original, SCANDAL)
PIE (uncond. manifold, SCANDAL)
PAE (SCANDAL)
M-flow (SCANDAL)
Me-flow (SCANDAL)

0.0565 ± 0.0059
0.1293 ± 0.0218
0.1019 ± 0.0104
0.0323 ± 0.0010
0.0371 ± 0.0030
0.0291 ± 0.0010

–
3.090 ± 0.052
1.751 ± 0.064
0.053 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.001
0.030 ± 0.002

−0.40 ± 0.09
0.03 ± 0.17
0.23 ± 0.05

Likelihood ratio estimator (ALICES)

–

–

0.05 ± 0.05

–

−1.71 ± 0.30
−1.44 ± 0.34

–
0.11 ± 0.04
0.14 ± 0.09

Table 3. Results for the particle physics dataset. We compare the sample quality of the different flows as given by sample closure defined in Eq. (33) (lower is better). As
second metric we give the mean reconstruction error when projecting test samples to the learned manifold (lower is better). Finally, the performance on an inference task is
evaluated with the log posterior of the true parameter point (see text, higher is better). For each mode, we train at least five instances with independent initializations, remove
the top and bottom value, and report the mean over the remaining runs. The best results are shown in bold.

centivizes the score ∇θ log p(x|θ) of the flow to be accurate,
ultimately improving the sample efficiency and quality of inference.
Finally, as an additional inference baseline we consider a
neural estimator of the likelihood ratio p(x|θ)/p(x|θref ) between two different parameter points. It is based on the
decision function of a classifier, an approach known as the likelihood ratio trick (37). Intuitively, a likelihood ratio estimator
does not have to model the probability density everywhere in
space and may thus have an easier time learning the subtle
effects of the parameters θ on the statistical model. We train it
with the ALICES technique, which similarly to the SCANDAL
loss discussed above leverages additional information that characterizes the latent process in the simulator (38). Likelihood
ratio estimators are known to provide a strong baseline for
inference, but lose the ability to generate data (33, 39).
The models are first evaluated through their generative
mode, gauging the quality of samples with a set of closure
updates in the M/D training.
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tests. From domain knowledge we can construct a series
of constraints ci (x), which for samples from nature (or our
simulator) almost vanish, ci (x) ≈ 0. Small deviations from
zero can arise from machine precision issues and, in some
cases, from experimental noise in the detector model. For each
trained generative model p(x|θ) we calculate the mean sum of
deviations from these conditions as the sample closure

"
Ex∼p(x|θ) wi

#
X

|ci (x)| .

[33]

i

Here the weights wi of the individual closure tests are chosen
such that for a product of the marginal densities (corresponding to a random reshuffling of all features across samples) the
sample closure is equal to 1 and has equal contribution from
each term in the sum. This quantity gives us a metric of sample quality, with smaller values being better and an expected
range from 0 to 1. In addition, we evaluate the quality of the
learned manifold of the PIE and M-flow models by project15
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Fig. 10. Two-dimensional StyleGAN image manifolds. Left: true image manifold parameterized by the latent variables of the StyleGAN (these latent variables are never
available to the flow models during training). Center: image manifold learned by an M-flow model. Right: image manifold learned by an Me -flow model.

ing test samples to the learned manifold and computing the
corresponding reconstruction error.
As a final metric we study the quality of inference on the
parameters θ given an observed set of 20 observed samples
{xobs } ∼ p(x|θ∗ ). As in the previous experiment, we use the
different flow models as a surrogate for the likelihood in a
Metropolis-Hastings MCMC sampler to generate posterior
samples {θ} ∼ p(θ|{xobs }). As the implicit density of the
simulator is intractable, we cannot compare to the true posterior. Instead we use kernel density estimation to evaluate the
posterior based on the different models at the ground-truth
parameter point θ∗ . For each model, we compute the posterior
of three different true parameter points θ∗ and report the
average of the log posterior over the three values.
In Table 3 and Figure 9 we show that the AF models produce the most realistic samples according to the closure test,
but result in unreliable inference results. Pure likelihood-based
training seems to inventivize learning the overall data distribution more than figuring out the subtle effects of the parameters
of interest. Our improved PIE version with an unconditional
manifold as well as the new M-flow and Me-flow models perform better in the inference task. Moreover, the M-flow and
Me-flow models define higher-quality manifolds than the PIE
and PAE models as measured by the reconstruction error when
projecting test samples to the learned manifolds. Training
any model on the SCANDAL loss reduces the sample quality according to the closure test, but substantially improves
the quality of inference to be on par or even better than the
likelihood ratio estimator baseline.

We then train M-flow, Me-flow, PIE, and AF models on a
training set of 10 000 images for the two-dimensional manifold
and 20 000 images for the 64-dimensional manifold. Again we
implement the models as rational-quadratic neural spline flows.
The transformations f are based on a multi-scale architecture
with 20 (M-flow, Me-flow, PIE) or 28 (AF) coupling layers
across four levels interspersed with actnorm layers and 1 × 1
convolutions (5, 28, 42). In the M-flow, Me-flow, and PIE
models we apply two additional invertible linear layers to a
subset of the channels before projecting to the manifold coordinates u; this gives the models the freedom to align the learned
manifold with features across different scales. The latent transformation h is implemented as a sequence of 8 coupling layers
alternating with invertible linear layers. Architectures and
training are described in detail in the appendix.

n=2

Model
AF
PIE
M-flow
Me-flow

E. StyleGAN image manifolds. As a first application to images,
we study synthetic datasets in which the images populate a
manifold of known dimension n. To this end we generate
data from a state-of-the-art GAN, a StyleGAN2 (40) model
trained on the FFHQ dataset (41). By sampling n of the latent
variables of this model while keeping all other latent variables
fixed, we generate training and evaluation data that populate
an n-dimensional manifold. We construct two such datasets,
using n = 2 for the first and n = 64 for the second. In the
second dataset, the distribution of images on the manifold
depends on a model parameter θ, which scales the variance
with which the GAN latent variables are sampled. In both
cases we downsample the images to a resolution of 64 × 64.
We illustrate the two-dimensional image manifold in the left
panel of Figure 10.

n = 64

FID score

Mean reconstruction error

FID score

Mean reconstruction error

Log posterior

58.3 ± 1.5
139.5 ± 5.0
43.9 ± 0.2
43.5 ± 0.2

–
5539 ± 56
332 ± 9
303 ± 4

24.0 ± 0.0
32.2 ± 0.8
20.8 ± 0.5
23.7 ± 0.2

–
4155 ± 31
1430 ± 4
1555 ± 3

0.17 ± 1.18
−6.40 ± 1.54
2.67 ± 0.27
1.81 ± 0.70

Table 4. Results for the StyleGAN image manifolds. We evaluate the quality of samples generated by the different flows through the Fréchet Inception Distance (lower is better).
In addition, we report the mean reconstruction error when projecting test samples to the learned manifold (lower is better). For each algorithm, we train ten instances with
independent initializations, remove the top and bottom value, and report the mean between the eight remaining runs. The best results are shown in bold.
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Original
AF
-flow
e-flow

PIE (off-manifold) PIE (manifold)

Original
AF
PIE (off-manifold) PIE (manifold)
-flow
e-flow

Fig. 11. StyleGAN image manifold samples. The top rows shows test samples, below we show samples generated from various flow models. For PIE we show both samples
drawn from the learned manifold with v = 0 (“manifold”), as well as samples drawn with v ∼ pv (v), which extends off the manifold and corresponds to the PIE likelihood
(“off-manifold”); see Section 2.C for a discussion. Left: n = 2, curated from a pool of 20 random samples, aiming for a diverse selection. Right: n = 64, uncurated samples.

Figure 11 shows samples generated from the various models.
Subjectively, the M-flow and Me-flow samples look most realistic and diverse; the AF model comes close. When restricted
to sampling from the manifold, as originally proposed in Reference (21), the PIE models suffer from mode collapse. This
is particularly pronounced in the n = 2 case, where the model
samples the same face over and over again; clearly the learned
manifold (the level set v = 0) is not aligned with the true
image manifold at all. When we sample the off-the-manifold
coordinates v ∼ pv (v) as well, the quality and diversity increases, though the images are still of a poorer quality than
those from the M-flow, Me-flow, and AF models.
In the center and right panels of Figure 10 we show the
image manifold learned by an M-flow and an Me-flow model
from the n = 2 dataset. Both learn a manifold that covers
virtually identical images to the ground truth. In contrast, the
PIE models (not shown) do not learn a useful manifold and
instead assign most of the variance in the image distribution
to the “off-the-manifold” coordinates v. Note that the M-flow
and Me-flow models all learn different charts for the same
manifold: a given image corresponds to different latent variable
vector ũ in each model, and all of them differ from the latent
variables of the StyleGAN that generated the training data.
This is just as expected, since manifolds are invariant under
Brehmer and Cranmer

reparameterizations. Finally, all learned charts are smooth in
the sense that images change gradually when moving along
the manifold coordinates.
Next, we demonstrate the faithfulness of the learned image
manifolds by projecting test images to the learned image
manifolds and comparing the projected image to the original.
As shown in Figure 12, the M-flow and Me-flow projections
are very faithful, with small differences visible in fine details
like in the hair. As anticipated from the previous results, the
PIE manifolds are not very helpful.
In Table 4, the models are evaluated based on the Fréchet
Inception Distance (FID score) (43, 44) between samples generated from them and test samples drawn from the “true”
GAN model, and on the reconstruction error when projecting
test samples to the learned manifold. We train 10 (n = 2) or 3
(n = 64) instances of each architecture with independent random seeds and report the mean and its error of the remaining
eight runs. On all metrics, the M-flow and Me-flow models
clearly outperform the AF and PIE baselines.
F. Real-world images. Finally, we train M-flow, Me-flow, AF,

and PIE models on the real-world image dataset CelebAHQ (41), downsampled to a resolution of 64 × 64. Unlike in
the previous datasets, the existence of a data manifold and
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Original
PIE proj.
PIE res.
-flow proj.
e-flow proj.
e-flow res.

-flow res.

Original
PIE proj.
PIE res.
-flow proj.
-flow res.
e-flow proj.
e-flow res.

Fig. 12. Projections to StyleGAN image manifold. We show test images (top row), their projection to the learned manifold in three models, and the residuals (white corresponds
to perfect reconstructions). Left: n = 2. Right: n = 64.

its dimension are not known. For this first exploration we
use M-flow and Me-flow models with manifold dimensionality
n = 512, leaving a systematic determination of the properties
of the image manifold (if it exists) for future work. In all
other respects, we use the same architecture as in the previous
section.
We show samples from the different models in Figure 13
and compare FID scores and reconstruction errors from the
projection to the manifold in Table 5. While the M-flow and
Me-flow models learn a higher-quality manifold than PIE, the
AF models produce the most realistic images. This may point
to a suboptimal choice of the manifold dimension n in this
proof-of-principle study.
In Figure 14 we sketch how the performance of the M-flow
model on CelebA varies with the choice of the manifold dimension n. We only show one run per choice of n and only train
these models for a limited number of steps, so these results
are mostly illustrative. Nevertheless, our result provide a hint
for M-flow models to stabilize with n & 100.
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5. Related work
Our work is closely related to a number of different probabilistic and generative models. We have discussed the relation
to normalizing flows, autoencoders, variational autoencoders,
generative adversarial networks, and energy-based models in
the introduction and in Section 2. In addition, manifold learning is its own research field with a rich set of methods (45),
though these typically do not model the data density on the
manifold and thus do not serve quite the same purpose as the
models discussed in this paper. In the following we want to
draw attention to three particularly closely related works and
describe how our approach differs from them.
The work most closely related to manifold-learning flows are relaxed injective probability flows (10), which appeared while this paper was in its final
stages of preparation. The proposed model is similar to our
manifold-learning flows with a separate encoder (Me-flow).
A key difference is the way in which the invertibility of the
decoder g is enforced. The authors of Reference (10) bound
Relaxed injective probability flows.
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Original
AF
PIE

Pseudo-invertible encoder.
Another closely related model is
the pseudo-invertible encoder (PIE) (21), which we define and
discuss in Section 2 and use as a baseline in our experiments.
The key difference to our M-flow setup is that the PIE model
describes a density over the ambient data space, while M-flow
limits the density strictly to the manifold. In this sense the
PIE approach is much more similar to a standard ambient
flow, though it adds a multi-scale architecture and different
base densities for the latent variables that correspond to the
manifold coordinates and the off-the-manifold latents. In addition to this fundamental difference in construction, PIE
and M-flow models are trained differently: for PIE maximum
likelihood is sufficient, while for M-flow we discuss the shortcomings of that objective and propose several new training
schemes.

Finally, the M-flow is closely related to
normalizing flows on (prescribed) manifolds (8) (FOM). In
particular, the likelihood equation is almost the same, with
the crucial exception that manifold flows require knowing
a parameterization of the manifold in terms of coordinate
and a chart, while the M-flow algorithm learnes these from
data. Since in many real-world cases the manifold is not
known, M-flow models are applicable to a much larger class
of problems than FOM.

e-flow

-flow

Flows on manifolds.

Our contributions.

This paper contains four main contribu-

tions:
Fig. 13. CelebA test samples (top row) and samples generated from different flow
models. The shown samples were selected from a batch of 40 uncurated images.

the norm of the Jacobian of an otherwise unrestricted transformation g. While this makes the transformation in principle
invertible (up to the possibility of multiple points in latent
space pointing to the same point in data space), the inverse
of g and the likelihood of this model are not tractable for
unseen data points. This makes their algorithm unsuitable for
inference tasks. As the authors point out, their model also
cannot deal with points off the learned manifold. We address
these issues by drawing from the flow literature and defining
the decoder as the level set of a diffeomorphism, which is by
construction exactly invertible. We also add a prescription
for evaluating off-the-manifold points with a projection to
the manifold, which naturally provides a measure of distance
between the data point and the manifold.
Similar to our discussion in Section A, the authors of Reference (10) also argue that training an injective flow by maximum likelihood is infeasible due to the computational cost
of evaluating the Jacobian of g. They propose a different
training objective that is based on a stochastic approximation
of a lower bound of the likelihood, which can be computed
efficiently. We point to this training strategy in our discussion
in Section B, but realized that the alternating procedure allows us to sidestep the problem. Finally, their motivation is
different from ours: while we develop M-flows specifically to
better represent the true structure of the data, they focus on
the reduced computational complexity of the model due to a
lower-dimensional space; they view the lack of support of the
model off the manifold as a deficiency rather than an advantage. In addition to these qualitative differences, it would be
interesting to compare relaxed injective probability flows and
manifold-learning flows quantitatively.
Brehmer and Cranmer

1. We propose two types of manifold-learning flows, M-flows
and Me-flows.
2. We identify a subtlety in the naive interpretation of the
density of such models and argue that they should not
be trained by naive maximum likelihood alone. We address this issue with the new manifold / density (M/D)
training strategy, which separates manifold and density
updates. This both reduces the computational cost of
the likelihood evaluation during training as well as avoids
issues with potential pathological configurations. We also
discuss training strategies based on adversarial training
and optimal transport.
3. We demonstrate these models and training algorithms in
a range of experiments.
4. Beyond the newly proposed M-flow models we provide a
general discussion of the relation between different generative models and the data manifold, reviewing ambient
flows, injective flows, flows on manifolds, PIEs, VAEs, and
GANs in a common language. In particular, we identify
an inconsistency between training and data generation
for PIE models, and introduce a conditional PIE version
Model
AF
PIE
M-flow
Me-flow

FID score

Reconstruction error

33.6 ± 0.2
75.7 ± 5.1
37.4 ± 0.2
35.8 ± 0.4

–
6970 ± 97
830 ± 5
991 ± 4

Table 5. Results for the CelebA dataset. We evaluate the quality of samples generated
by the different flows through the Fréchet Inception Distance (lower is better). For
each algorithm, we train three instances with independent initializations and report
the mean. The best results are shown in bold.
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Fig. 14. CelebA performance of the M-flow model as a function of the manifold
dimension n. We show FID scores (dashed purple, left axis) and the mean reconstruction error from projecting to the manifold (solid orange, right axis).

In a first suite of experiments ranging from simple pedagogical examples to a real-world physics example to image
datasets, we demonstrated how this approach lets us learn
the data manifold and a probability density on it. M-flows
learned manifolds of a higher quality than PIE baselines, and
performed better than ambient flow and PIE models on most
downstream inference tasks and many of the generative metrics
we considered.
Problems in which data populates a lower-dimensional manifold embedded in a high-dimensional feature space are almost
everywhere. In some scientific cases, domain knowledge allows
for exact statements about the dimensionality of the data
manifold, and M-flows can be a particularly powerful tool
in a likelihood-free or simulation-based inference setting (33).
Even in the absence of such domain-specific insight this approach may be valuable: GANs with low-dimensional latent
spaces are powerful generative models for numerous datasets
of natural images, which is testament to the presence of a
low-dimensional data manifold. Flows that simultaneously
learn the data manifold and a tractable density over it may
help us to unify generative and inference tasks in a way that
is tailored to the structure of the data.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Jens Behrmann,

for the case where only the density, but not the manifold
shape, depends on the parameters being conditioned on.

6. Conclusions
In this work we introduced manifold-learning flows (M-flows),
a new type of generative model that combines aspects of
normalizing flows, autoencoders, and GANs. M-flows describe
data as a probability density over a lower-dimensional manifold
embedded in data space. Unlike flows on prescribed manifolds,
they learn a chart for the manifold from the training data.
M-flows allow generating data in a similar way to GANs while
maintaining a tractable exact density. They also provide a
prescription for evaluating points off the manifold by first
projecting data onto the manifold. The M-flow approach
may not only represent datasets with manifold structure more
accurately, but also allow us to use lower-dimensional latent
spaces than with ambient flows, reducing the memory and
computational footprint. As an added benefit, the projection
to the manifold may be useful for denoising or to detect out-ofdistribution samples. We introduced two variants of this new
model, one of which features a separate encoder while the other
uses the inverse of the decoder directly, and broadly reviewed
the relation between several types of generative models and
the structure of the data manifold.
Despite the tractable density, training M-flow models is
nontrivial: any update of the manifold modifies the data
variable that the density is describing, rendering training by
naive maximum likelihood invalid. In addition, computing the
full model likelihood can be expensive. We reviewed several
training and evaluation strategies that mitigate this problem.
In particular, we introduced the new M/D training schedule,
which separates manifold and density updates and solves both
stability and training issues. We also presented an adversarial
training scheme based on optimal transport as well as a hybrid
version that alternates between adversarial phases and density
updates.
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A. Broader impact
Manifold-learning flows have the potential to improve the
efficiency with which scientists extract knowledge from largescale experiments. Many phenomena have their most accurate
description in terms of complex computer simulations which
do not admit a tractable likelihood. In this common case,
normalizing flows can be trained on synthetic data and used as
a surrogate for the likelihood function, enabling high-quality
inference on model parameters (33). When the data have a
manifold structure, manifold-learning flows may improve the
quality and efficiency of this process further and ultimately
contribute to scientific progress. We have demonstrated this
with a real-world particle physics dataset, though the same
technique is applicable to fields as diverse as neuroscience,
systems biology, and epidemiology.
All generative models carry a risk of being abused for the
generation of fake data that are then masqueraded as real
documents. This danger also applies to manifold-learning
flows. While manifold-learning flows are currently far away
from being able to generate realistic high-resolution images,
videos, or audio, this concern should be kept in mind in the
long term.
Finally, the models we trained on image datasets of human
faces clearly lack diversity. They reproduce and reinforce
the biases inherent in the training data. Before using such
(or other) models in any real-life application, it is crucial to
understand, measure, and mitigate such biases.

B. Experiment details
A. Mixture model on a polynomial surface.

In our second experiment, we consider a twodimensional manifold embedded in three-dimensional Euclidean space defined by Eq. (30). We use the randomly
drawn polynomial coefficients
Dataset.

f (z) = exp(−0.1kzk) −1.217 + 1.522z0 − 1.214z1
+ 0.057z02 − 0.024z0 z1 − 0.047z12 − 0.056z03 − 0.008z02 z1
− 0.057z0 z12 − 0.052z13 + 0.014z04 + 0.000z03 z1 − 0.007z02 z12
− 0.007z0 z13 + 0.003z14 − 0.008z05 − 0.011z04 z1 + 0.004z03 z12
− 0.005z02 z13 − 0.009z0 z14 + 0.012z15



[34]

and the rotation matrix
R=

0.974
0.227
0.000

−0.227
0.973
−0.041

−0.009
0.040
0.999

!
.

[35]

For the training dataset we draw parameter points from a
uniform prior, θ ∼ Uniform(−1, 1), while for the test set we
generate data for θ = 0.
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We study AF, PIE, M-flow, and Me-flow
models based on rational-quadratic neural spline flows, alternating coupling layers and random feature permutations (28).
For AF models we use ten coupling layers. For PIE, M-flow,
and Me-flow models we use five layers for the transformation
f (which also defines g through a level set), and five layers for
the transformation h. For the PIE model we use an off-themanifold base density pv (v) with standard deviation  = 0.01.
In each coupling transform, half of the inputs are elementwise
transformed with a monotonic rational-quadratic spline, the
parameters of which are determined from a residual network
with two residual block of two hidden layers each, 100 units
in each layer, and ReLU activations throughout. We do not
use batch normalization or dropout since we found that the
stochasticity they induce can lead to issues with the invertibility of the transformations. The splines are constructed in ten
bins distributed over the range (−6, 6).
Architectures.

Training.
All models are trained with the Adam optimizer,
with an initial learning rate of 3 · 10−4 and cosine annealing,
and weight decay of 10−6 . To balance the sizes of the various
terms in the loss functions, we multiply them with different
weights. For the manifold phase of the M/D training, we weight
the mean reconstruction error with a factor 1000. In the S
training, we use the the mean negative log likelihood (in nats)
weighted with a factor of 0.1 plus the mean reconstruction
error weighted with a factor of 1000. For OT training we
multiply the Sinkhorn divergence (defined with ε = 0.05) with
10.
All models are trained for 50 epochs with a batch size of 100
(1000 for the OT training), corresponding to 5 · 104 updates
(5 · 103 for the OT training). For the M/D and OT/D training,
we split the number of epochs evenly between the two phases.
We study a sequential as well as an alternating version of the
M/D algorithm, where in the latter case we alternate between
training phases after every epoch. In all cases, we checkpoint
the model weights after each epoch and revert to the version
that leads to the smallest validation loss.

mean and unit variance. The beginning of a few trajectories
and some samples after this procedure are shown in the left
panel of Figure 8.
We train an M-flow model to learn the (twodimensional) manifold and a probability density on it. Again
the transformations f and h are implemented as rationalquadratic neural spline flows, each with five coupling layers
interspersed with random feature permutations (28). In each
coupling transform, half of the inputs are elementwise transformed with a monotonic rational-quadratic spline, the parameters of which are determined from a residual network with
two residual block of two hidden layers each, 100 units in each
layer, and ReLU activations throughout. We do not use batch
normalization or dropout. The splines are constructed in five
bins distributed over the range (−3, 3).
Architectures.

Training.
We train the M-flow model with the sequential
M/D algorithm, using the AdamW optimizer with an initial
learning rate of 3 · 10−4 , cosine annealing, and weight decay of
10−4 . During the manifold phase, the squared reconstruction
error is multiplied by a factor of 1000, while for the density
phase we just use the mean negative log likelihood (in bits
per dimensions). The model is trained for 100 epochs (or 106
gradient steps), split evenly between the manifold and density
phase, with a batch size of 100. Again, we checkpoint the
model weights after each epoch and revert to the version that
leads to the smallest validation loss.

Our analysis of the Lorenz attractor is purely qualitative. The learned manifold and probability density is shown
in the center and right panels of Figure 8. Each dot corresponds to a test sample point projected to the learned manifold,
with the color indicating the learned log likelihood.
Metrics.

C. Particle physics.

Dataset.

The particle physics experiment is based on Higgs
Dataset.
production in the “weak boson fusion” mode with a decay
into two photons. We generate synthetic data for this process
with the simulators MadGraph5_aMC (48), Pythia8 (52),
and Delphes 3 (46). Each generated sample is characterized
by a vector of summary statistics x ∈ R40 , for which we use
the energy, momentum, pseudorapidity, invariant mass of the
final-state particles, the reconstructed Higgs boson, and the
dijet system, as well as the pseudorapidity gap between the
two jets.
We consider this process in dependence of two model parameters θ, the coefficients of an effective field theory with
the dimension-six operators OW and OW̃ in the basis of Reference (57). For the training dataset we draw parameter points
from a unit Gaussian prior.

and forward-simulated in 0 ≤ t ≤ 1000 using the Runge-Kutta
method of order 5(4). Then 106 samples {x} are sampled:
uniformly over the 100 trajectories, and uniformly over the
time interval 50 ≤ t ≤ 1000. The sampling ensures an i. i. d.
dataset. Finally, the spatial positions x are rescaled to zero

Our AF, PIE, M-flow, and Me-flow models
are again based on rational-quadratic neural spline flows
with coupling layers alternating with invertible linear (LUdecomposed) transformations, largely following the setup described in Ref. (28). For AF we use 35 coupling layers. For
PIE, M-flow, and Me-flow models we use 20 layers for f (and
thus also g) and 15 layers for h. In each coupling transformation, half of the inputs are elementwise transformed with a
monotonic rational-quadratic spline, the parameters of which
are determined from a residual network with two residual
block of two hidden layers each, 100 units in each layer, and

We evaluate generated samples x by undoing the rotation, z 0 = R−1 x, and evaluating the distance in z20 direction
to the manifold as |f ((z00 , z10 )T ) − z20 |.
For the inference task we use a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC
sampler based on the different flow likelihoods. We consider
a synthetic “observed” dataset of 10 i. i. d. samples generated
for θ∗ = 0. For each model, we generate an MCMC chain of
length 5000, with a Gaussian proposal distribution with mean
step size 0.15 and a burn in of 100 steps.
Metrics.

B. Lorenz attractor.

We study the invariant probability density of the
Lorenz system defined in Equation Eq. (32). To generate the
training data, 100 trajectories are seeded with
x(0) ∼ N
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Architectures.

Brehmer and Cranmer

ReLU activations throughout. Again we do not use batch
normalization or dropout. The splines are constructed in 11
bins distributed over the range (−10, 10). For the PIE model
we use an off-the-manifold base density pv (v) with standard
deviation  = 0.1.
The ALICES baseline consists of a simple multi-layer perceptron with 3 hidden layers of 100 units each and ReLU
activations.
Training.
All models are trained with the AdamW optimizer,
with an initial learning rate of 3 · 10−4 and cosine annealing,
and weight decay of 10−5 . The M-flow and Me-flow models
are trained with the sequential M/D algorithm. To balance
the sizes of the various terms in the loss functions, we multiply
them with different weights. For likelihood-based training
phases, we simply use the negative mean log likelihood (in bits
per dimension). For the manifold phase of the M/D training
we weight the mean reconstruction error with a factor 1000.
In all SCANDAL versions, we add the mean squared error
between the model score and the joint score (36) weighted by
a factor of 2 to the loss. We train for 50 epochs with a batch
size of 100 (corresponding to 5 · 105 gradient steps). Again,
we checkpoint the model weights after each epoch and revert
to the version that leads to the smallest validation loss.

For the inference task we use a Metropolis-Hastings
MCMC sampler based on the different flow likelihoods. We
consider three synthetic “observed” datasets, each of which
contains 15 i. i. d. samples. They are generated with the simulator for θ∗ = (0, 0), which corresponds to the Standard Model,
an established baseline parameter point; for θ∗ = (0.5, 0); and
for θ∗ = (−1, −1). For each model and each observed dataset,
we generate four MCMC chains of length 750 each, with a
Gaussian proposal distribution with mean step size 0.15 and a
burn in of 100 steps. We then use kernel density estimation to
evaluate the posterior at the ground-truth parameter point θ∗
Metrics.

p̂(θ∗ |{xobs }) = Eθ∼MCMC(·|{xobs }) [Kε (θ − θ∗ )] ,

[37]

where Kε is a Gaussian kernel with bandwith ε = 0.1.
D. StyleGAN image manifolds.

Training and evaluation data are generated from a
Dataset.
StyleGAN2 model (40). We use configuration f described in
Reference (40) trained on the the FFHQ dataset (41). This
GAN model uses 512 latent variables z and a number of additional latent noise variables. We fix all latent variables except
zi<n to a single random sampling from a normal distribution
(for the regular latent variables we use a standard deviation of
0.05, for the noise variables of 1). Our dataset is then defined
through the n remaining latent variables (z0 , z1 ). We consider
two datasets:
1. n = 2, sampling z0 and z1 from a unit Gaussian. We
generate a training set of 104 images.
2. n = 64, sampling the z0...63 from a Gaussian with mean
0 and variance exp(θ)2 . The model parameter θ is drawn
from a unit Gaussian. We generate a training set of 2 · 104
images.
All images are downsampled to a resolution of 64 × 64. The
images thus populate a 2-dimensional or 64-dimensional manifold embedded in a 64 × 64 × 3-dimensional ambient space. We
preprocess the 8-bit training data through uniform dequantization (42).
Brehmer and Cranmer

Architectures.
We consider AF, PIE, M-flow, and Me-flow
models based on rational-quadratic neural spline flows (28).

• The AF models closely follow the setup described in Reference (28), which in turn is based on the Glow (42) and
RealNVP (5) architectures. A multi-scale setup (5) with
four levels is used. On each level, seven steps are stacked.
Each step entails an actnorm layer, an invertible 1 × 1
convolution, and a rational-quadratic coupling transformation. Overall there are thus 28 coupling transformation
layers.
• M-flow use a similar setup for the transformation f , except that each level only uses five steps. The output
of this multi-scale transformation is then transformed
with an invertible linear (LU -decomposed) layer, an invertible activation function, and another invertible linear
layer, all of which only act on the first few channels per
scale. This gives the network some flexibility to align
the manifold with features across different scales, while
keeping the model size managable. The output is flattened and projected to the n-dimensional latent space U .
The transformation h consists of 8 additional rationalquadratic coupling transformations with invertible linear
(LU -decomposed) transformations. Overall this architecture thus involves 28 layers of coupling transformations.
• The Me-flow setup for f and h is identical to the M-flow
case. The encoder e is implemented as a residual convolutional network with six residual blocks across three
spatial resolutions, followed by a linear transformation to
the n-dimensional latent space.
• Finally, the PIE model uses the same architecture as the
M-flow. The base density pv (v) has a standard deviation
 = 0.1.
We never use batch normalization or dropout. The splines
in the rational-quadratic coupling transformations are constructed in 11 bins distributed over the range (−10, 10).
Training.
All models are trained with the AdamW optimizer,
with an initial learning rate of 3 · 10−4 and cosine annealing,
and weight decay of 10−5 . The M-flow and Me-flow models
are trained with the sequential M/D algorithm. Our loss is the
negative mean log likelihood (in bits per dimension), except
in the manifold phase of the M/D training, where we use the
mean reconstruction error. For n = 2 we train for 100 epochs
with a batch size of 25 (corresponding to 4 · 104 gradient steps);
for n = 64 we use 200 epochs (or 1.6 · 105 gradient steps). The
model weights are checkpointed after each epoch, in the end
we revert to the version that leads to the smallest validation
loss.

Samples generated from the models are evaluated
based on the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID score) (43, 44),
using the (unofficial, but validated) PyTorch implementation
of Reference (54). On the 64-dimensional dataset, we also consider inference on θ based an observed sample of 50 i. i. d. samples {x} ∼ p(x|θ∗ ) with θ∗ = 0. For each model and each
observed dataset, we generate an MCMC chain of length 400
each, with a Gaussian proposal distribution with mean step
size 0.15 and a burn in of 50 steps. As in the particle physics
experiment, we use kernel density estimation to evaluate the
posterior at the ground-truth parameter point θ∗ .
Metrics.
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E. Real-world images.

We use the CelebA-HQ (41) downsampled to a
resolution of 64 × 64 as prepared by Reference (28), which
contains 27000 training images and 3000 test images.
Dataset.

We use the same setup as for the StyleGAN image manifolds, except that we consider M-flows and Me-flows
with manifold dimension n = 512.
Architectures.

Training.
All models are trained with the AdamW optimizer,
with an initial learning rate of 3 · 10−4 and cosine annealing,
and weight decay of 10−5 . The M-flow and Me-flow models
are trained with the sequential M/D algorithm. Our loss is the
negative mean log likelihood (in bits per dimension), except
in the manifold phase of the M/D training, where we use the
mean reconstruction error. We train for 500 epochs with a
batch size of 25 (corresponding to 5.4·105 gradient steps). The
model weights are checkpointed after each epoch, in the end
we revert to the version that leads to the smallest validation
loss.

Samples generated from the models are evaluated
based on the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID score) (43, 44),
using the (unofficial, but validated) PyTorch implementation
of Reference (54).
Metrics.
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